
Low-Cost RFID Tehnology - an OverviewAnnika Karlsson and Anna Sandstr�om,Department of Information Tehnology, Uppsala UniversityAbstrat. Radio Frequeny Identi�ation (RFID) systems are beom-ing more ommon. Companies like Wal-Mart are using it to failitate thetraking of goods, to still be ompetitive when budget alternatives wantto get into the market. But what is exatly RFID and where an it beused?In this paper we give an overview of RFID tehnology and the hallangesthat arises when it is brought into an open environment, the onsumermarket. Finally we disuss possible solutions when using the low-osttags that are laking in both memory and omputaional power, but stillan provide some level of seurity and privay.1 IntrodutionThe idea of Radio Frequeny Identi�ation (RFID) is to remotely be able toregister items passing by a reader. The omparison to the optial bar ode youan �nd on almost every item sold in a store, is obvious. With a speial readeryou an get the information of an item with just a swipe. The di�erene is thesanning tehnique. Where the bar ode needs line-of-sight between reader andtag, the RFID uses radio frequenies to transmit the information. You an alsoget the information from many items in signi�antly less time, beause you donot have to put eah item before the reader. It is also muh easier to automatethe readings as the items just have to pass by the reader without the interventionof a person.The idea have been around ever sine the bar odes were �rst used in the 70's,and have been used for traking goods during shipping and attle traking forsome time now. In these appliations you put a tag on for example a ontainerand an trak the movement of this ontainer in a losed area. The tags used donot have a restrited budget, sine the goods it is attahed to are very valuable.When RFID tags are used today, they are taken from the losed environmentof a prodution site and put into the onsumer market. RFID will likely be oneof the most extensive examples of ubiquitous omputing in the oming years.[Sar04℄, and everywhere we are seeing new examples of where it an be used.The new usage areas and environment results in new risks to privay and seuritythat was not an issue in the former uses of the tehnology. In 3 we will desribethe tehnology in more detail.The tag transmits its identi�ation number when prompted, and every readerin range an hear the reply. When this is done in an non-seure environment,the information must be seured to hide business serets. As tags are used forheaper items the need for heaper tags inrease. If you put a $1 tag on an item



that will be sold for $1, the prie for that item has just been doubled. The ostof simple RFID tags promises to drop to the level of $0.05 per unit in the nextyears [SWE02℄, and then they an be used in low-ost appliations as well!Another issue is onsumer privay. Who would want to broadast the name ofthe mediation you bought at the pharmay during your lunh break? And whatif the shoes and jaket I am wearing makes it possible to trak my movements?These type of questions are disussed in setion 4. In setion 5 and setion 6 wepresent some possible solutions to these problems.2 Where Can RFID be Used?The possibilities and usage areas for RFID is enormous, the only limitation ismade by the human mind. Today you may �nd that RFID is already used invarious appliations. Here are some of them:{ Sportident International AB: Verifying and timestamping ontrols in sportsevents, for example orienteering ontest. [webb℄ [Mat℄{ Kidspotter, Legoland in Billund, Denmark. Parents may rent a Kidspotterwristband and a speial map to trak their missing hild. The wristband isan enapsulated RFID tag. Sending an SMS request trigger a loation reportbak to the mobile phone. [Leg℄{ Vasaloppet, RFID traking of the skiers. The readers are plaed under thesnow to failitate easy traking of eah skier. Relatives and friends an sub-sribe and get an SMS to their mobile phone for eah time the skier is passingone of the hekpoints.[web04℄ [weba℄{ �Are Skistar ski-pass. These you an load in advane via Internet and thenjust start using as soon as you get to the slopes. Sine eah ski-pass is uniqueit is easy to load an old ski-pass with new valid days, and also easy to restritthe usage to pre-paid ustomers. Here the dates for usage or the areas wherethe ard will work is easily limited. Compare this to the manual inspetionof day-passes at a nearby amusement park. This day-pass might be a olor-oded band to help the employees inspetion but not hindering reuse thenext day the same olor-ode is used.What all these have in ommon is that the users (exept the small kid in theKidspotter example) are perfetly aware and perhaps even paying an extra feeto get traed or to get the servie of a ski lift. It is part of the funtion of theseimplementations.Here are some more examples where the tags will be used for traking ship-ments and traking items from manufaturing to ustomer hek-out replaingbar ode tehnology:{ Wal-Mart: Uses a passive, heap, and short range RFID in their produts.[Mat℄ Their goal is that 100 of Wal-Marts biggest suppliers equip all theirproduts with RFID by January 1, 2005, and the next 200 by January 1,2006. [Walb℄ [Wala℄



{ United Colors of Benetton: All lothes and items from the brand will beequipped with a Philips I.CODE RFID hip. [Yos℄In all these ases the di�erent items in the store have an RFID for the purposeof traking the item. The purpose may be to to speed up the hek-out proessindiate that non-purhased goods are leaving the store. We have not �nd animplementation for private use (today) of these tags.Using an appropriate reader these items ould be read outside of the store...In the future we annot really imagine all the possible ways of using RFID'sto make life easier to humans, but here are some suggestions:{ For the reyling industry. Identifying what bin di�erent unsorted itemsshould end up in, depending on material, letting the sorting be automated.{ Sorting and �nding misplaed books in a library. For example a devie tosan the bookshelf to be sure the books are in alphabetial order.{ Spare the employees not having to do the tedious job of stok-taking for anystore or storage.{ Traking supplies in a fatory.{ Stopping shoplifting and related problems, i.e. \stealing" supply and toolsfrom a onstrution area.And here are some examples of some appliations where any person has ause of RFID:{ All sorts of situations when you lost a personal thing, misplaed it (forexample your keys), or maybe a runaway pet.{ A refrigerator/freezer keeping trak of and reating a shopping list from whatyou need to buy/replae in your fridge, and even suggesting some dinner andprovide reipes depending on what you atually have at home.{ A mirowave owen that knows how to ook the food. You just have to plaethe food in it and press start.3 A Brief Introdution to RFID TehnologyRFID is promoted as a more intelligent replaement for the optial bar ode thathas been used sine the 70's to san items. But it an do so muh more thanjust be a plaeholder for a produt number!In this setion we will desribe the basis of RFID tehnology; the tags andthe readers.RFID is not a new tehnology. It has been around sine at least the 1970'th.The reason why it has beome suh and advaning researh area now is dependingon the fat that the tags, the part on the item, has beome so small and heapthat it is possible to use RFID for many appliations. [Jou℄



3.1 The Components of a RFID SystemThe RFID onsists of the following parts:{ one or more tags, also alled transponders{ a reader, that ollets information from the tags in its viinity{ a database, for translating the information reeived to more useful data.Tags A tag is attahed to the items that should be monitored in the system. Aunique id is stored in the memory of the tag.The original name of a tag is a transponder. The funtionality of the tag isthat of a transponder. When it reeives a request, it transmit some data. In theairline industry transponders have been used sine the World War II [Wei03℄,and almost all airrafts today are equipped with transponders. The pilot setsa ode given by the air traÆ ontroller and then every radar san shows theative transponders in the air spae.There are a lot of di�erent tags, and they an be ordered into lasses de-pending on their omputational power, memory storage and whether or notthey ontain their own power soure (battery) or if they are using the readersrequest signals to build up enough power to transmit.Arhiteture. A tag onsists of a mirohip onneted to an antennae. It om-muniate with a reader using radio frequenies (RF). [Wei03℄ The range of theommuniation is dependant on the size of the antennae and the power withwhih the data is being sent.Today more advaned tags are already being used in for example \keyless en-try" systems. These tags are apable of doing relatively advaned ryptographialulations. If this type of tag would be attahed to a heap item like a milkarton, the ost of the milk would be too high. If RFID tags are to be used inthis appliation the prie of a tag must derease signi�antly. Researh has beendone to develop the new generation of tags, whih will only ost about $0.05.[SWE02℄ This type of tag has a small memory and very limited omputing a-pabilities. A tag without a loal power soure is not apable to transmit dataunless it is harged. This type of tag is alled passive.In this paper we are fousing the tehniques to make these small, inexpensivetags and still be able to provide some level of seurity and privay protetion.Readers While the tags are moving with the item it is attahed to, the readersan be both in a �xed position and hand held devies. The reader transmits arequest to its viinity and reads the answer it gets. It ould either talk to all tagspresent or diretly to a spei� tag. In the latter ase it would have to know theunique identi�er of the tag.The reader interats with a passive tag by reating a magneti �eld fromwhih the tag an absorb energy enough to send a reply message bak to thesender. The frequenies used in RFID systems are regulated by authorities. 13.56MHz and 915 MHz are two standardized frequenies.



Database To be able to get useful information from a tag that only ontainan identi�er, a bak-end database is often used. Here it is possible to storemore information about an item. If the database and the reader is separated thehannel between them must be safe. [Wei03℄4 Presentation of Privay and Seurity ProblemsIn the previous hapters we have given some examples where RFID is very useful.At the same time as the tehnology is very good for business and ustomers, italso introdues new problems. In this setion we will present some seurity andprivay risks.First we will de�ne what we mean by seurity and privay in RFID systems.Seurity. Seurity refers to the ommuniation between reader and tag. It mustbe possible to prove that the message has not been ompromised and that thesender of a messages is authentiated. The availability of a system is also veryimportant. There is a risk that someone an disturb the onnetion and henestop the system from performing its task. [REC04℄Another issue is the information stored on the tag. This must be protetedfrom unauthorized readings and updates.Privay. Unproteted tags may be vulnerable to eavesdropping, traÆ analysis,spoo�ng and denial-of-servie attaks. [WSRE03℄ If the data on the tags revealpersonal information there is a threat to privay that the data might be readby others. But even though the proteted tags may have seure message passingand ontent, it ould pose a threat to the privay of the ustomer arrying thetag. If it is possible to relate a RFID tag to a person, it is possible to trae thisperson.Example 1. Consider the senario of a huge shopping mall. When a person hasbought an item in one shop (or even is arrying a tag already when he entersthe mall) readers in the area an register where and when this person goes byone of the readers. This information ould be gathered to give a view of howthis person moves from shop to shop, perhaps of interest to the shop-owners.Example 2. Another possible senario is when a ustomer leaves his newly-bought expensive mp3-player in the ar while doing other errands, and a high-teh thief is out on the parking lot sanning ars for valuable items.This was two di�erent types of problems. In the �rst, we have the problem oftraeability (privay), that a person an be identi�ed by the item he is arryingeven if the information itself is enrypted. The seond is information leakage[OSK03℄ (seurity), that an unauthorized person an read information from atag.In this we an see that the same feature that is the strength of some RFIDsystems is the vulnerability of another when applying it to a di�erent market.



The original use of RFID tags for traking goods and attle is the same thatviolates the privay of the ustomers. In this paper we are foused on low-ostRFID tags that are heap enough to be embedded into small items. They shouldnot only be useful for the stores, keeping trak of all items, but there are a lot ofemerging uses for the ustomer. Hene it is important to �nd a tehnology thatis adjustable to �t both the produer and the onsumer needs!4.1 Identi�ed Threats to Seurity and PrivayHere we will try to summarize the most important threats to seurity and privaythat the researhers in the RFID area have overed. [WSRE03℄[OSK03℄ [Wei03℄{ Unproteted data an be read by anyone, who is lose enough. The tag issending its information when a reader asks for it. Who wants to display thetype of items you have in your bag? Or what if it will be possible to readthe amount of money you are arrying if RFID tags are embedded into banknotes?{ As mentioned above, tags an be traed. [WSRE03℄ alls this \loation pri-vay". An item an be traed when it passes nearby readers. The threat topersonal privay is when this traing is done on items that an in some waybe onneted to an individual.{ Fraud is de�nitely a threat to businesses. If you an opy the informationon a tag you an use this to produe new tags. The at of making someonebelieve you are someone you're not, is alled spoo�ng. Spoo�ng of tags anmake it look like the item is still in the store, even if a ustomer has takenit through the gates. [WSRE03℄ If the tag is shielded the readers annot seeit. Shielding is easily done by reating your own Faradays age (see 5).Changing the information on a tag i also fraud. If you an aess the priinginformation of an item, you an set it lower (if you are the buyer) or raise theprie to ause dissatisfation among the ustomer of the ompeting store.{ Similar to the previous point, the plaement of the tag is also important toonsider. A ustomer that does not want to pay for an item may �nd the tagand remove it physially. In this ase it an be good to put the tag insidethe paket instead of on the outside.{ Sabotage is also an option, where an adversary who has aess to the systeman orrupt information and disturb ommuniation.{ Denial-of-Servie attaks. A maliious bloker tag an be used for denial-of-servie attaks. [JRS03℄ The tag ould be disrupting the reading of tags, forexample when performing inventory on stok. Bloker tags are desribed in5.1.5 Solutions to the Privay ProblemBelow you will �nd some di�erent solutions to the privay problem:



Faradays Cage/Foil Bag Solution A foil bag or a bag of paper ontaining metalan prevent readers to notie RFID tags. Shoplifters ould bring a bag overedon the inside with foil, but a person not wanting to expose the RFID in hislothes or belongings might still have problems.To have urreny notes with RFID to have governments trak movement oflarge numbers of bills will then be ridiulous. It will be easy to over the moneywith aluminum foil or a metal bag.A Kill Tag Solution/Self Destrut Funtion. Another solution would be to havethe tags self destrut on the users request. A seret key is used to exeute theommand on the tag, and this funtion is implemented in a trial system at Auto-ID Center. Beause of the seret key, the self destrut ommand an only beperformed on one tag at a time. This ommand \eletriially and permanentlydestroy the tag".[SWE02℄Ative Jamming. [JRS03℄ The user ould arry around an ative RFID broad-asting radio signals at random to disrupt the funtionality of readers lose-by.This is lose to the bloker tag solution (5.1). To reate an Aloha bloker tagusing ative jamming is easy (7.1).Throttling/Pseudonym Mehanism. This solution ompliate for a maliiousreader that tries to trae users. The solution is to hange id's in di�erent ways,for example by using the so alled throttling/pseudonym mehanism [Jue04℄.This solves the traeability problem, but is not a solution to id-hijaking. It isnot preventing maliious readers to san it's id and then reuse it later. Eventu-ally the tag will run out of more id's and one would need to reuse the list of id'sor a funtion to replae them.Hash-Funtion/Hash Chain Tehnique This solution intend to do the same thingas the previous, exept that the id's are not ontained in a list on the RFID, butrather it is \omputed" as a funtion from an original id, but hanged for eahtime a read request is performed. [OSK03℄External Physial Damage. Destroying the tag physially by extern physialdamage. This ould maybe be done by the user by removing the antenna fromthe RFID-hip.Liensing of the Readers. Readers must be liensed. As a user you have to trustthat the readers only read what they are allowed/liensed for. You also have torely on that no unauthorized readers are present. Eah reader is liensed andmay have restritions on what it is allowed to read. [JB04℄Another solution that we will explore more losely using a bloker tag (5.1)to hinder unwanted reading of personal tags.Find more about this in [HM04℄.



5.1 Bloker TagThe bloker tag is merely interating with the singulation protool (7.2), so thatthe reader thinks there are lots of tags (atually all possible tags) present, mak-ing it impossible for the reader to get useful information from reading tags. Thisis alled a \full bloker" or a \universal bloker" [JRS03℄. A bloker tag ouldbe denying aess to a ertain part of the tree (see 7.2), allowing publi tagsor private tags (\seletive bloker" or \partial bloker"), and further be \politebloking". [JRS03℄ Polite bloking will not ongest the reader, instead of simu-lating all possible tags in a subtree, it simply tells the reader that part of thetree is bloked, sparing the reader lots of unneessary work.Here follows some examples of usage areas for bloker tags:Example 1. Paked into the plasti in the shopping bags that you get in thegroery store is a bloker tag. It is provided for free by the groery store, andis no more expensive than the regular plasti bags. This idea was tested earlierthis year by RSA Seurity, of ourse a negative e�et is that shoplifters also anuse a it. [GVH04℄Example 2. A user who wants to hinder readers to san the tags of her lothesand the ontents of her handbag ould wear one or several bloker tags, one thatwas inluded when she bought her handbag.Example 3. Maliious bloker tags ould be spread out in a groery store tohinder taking inventory/disrupt hekout for a ertain brand, et.Example 4. During hekout, the ustomer tells the ashier that his/her previ-ously de�ned pro�le will be used, moving the items de�ned as private from thepubli to the private part of the tree (i.e. hanging the pre�x of the identi�ers).The user might have problems relying on that the bloker tag atually works,and that he is proteted. Another issue of disussion ould be if it should be theuser's problem to remember to get and wear the bloker tag.Implementation: The bloker tag ould be just a regular tag, but sending outboth one and zero when answering requests from readers that are trying to usethe binary tree-walking algorithm. A bloker tag might be almost as simple asthe low-ost tag, maybe ontaining two antennas to be able to send out twosignals at one. If a simple �ve ent tag exist, then it should be possible toreate a bloker tag that might not exeed ten ents. [JRS03℄5.2 Using CryptographyIf one ould enrypt everything sent between the tag and the reader safely, thewhole problem with privay ould be solved. The problem with low-ost tags is



that one annot implement any kind of ryptography. Using a more sophistiatedand equipped RFID-tag one ould implement more funtions, perhaps one ouldeven use publi key ryptography, but then the ost of the tag may prevent itfrom being used. [SWE02℄5.3 A Hash-Lok SolutionThe tag an be loked the user giving the tag a metaID to prevent unauthorizedreading. Only if a key is given to the tag, whih enrypted will result in themetaID, then the tag will be unloked. The tag has to be unloked to let thereader know any data from the tag, or to hange the data in the tag. [WSRE03℄6 Solutions to the Seurity ProblemIn previous hapters, we have desribed the threat to seurity when taking anRFID system from a losed environment, suh as a prodution line at a fa-tory, and introduing it to an open environment where anyone an be listeningto the traÆ. Here we have the need to seure our ommuniation to preventinformation leakage.One more problem is the fat that if you are to a�ord to put RFID tagson heap items to failitate the handling of them, then the RFID tags mustbe heap. In eletronis, the more you put in an IC the more it ost, henethe low-ost RFID tags of the future will have only limited amount of memoryand omputing power. The tags with these harateristis will be less apableof performing ordinary ryptographi alulations. [Jue04℄ introdues a seuritymodel and a protool for low-ost RFID tags that will still be able to ahieve\good-enough" seurity.Below you will �nd some di�erent solutions to the seurity problem:{ Close range. One advantage of RFID system is the physial limitations ofthe transmissions. The tag uses low power to send its data, and a person whowants to listen in must be relatively lose to be able to pik up the trans-mission. In the 13.56 MHz band, whih is one of the dediated frequeniesfor RFID, the distane is about 1 m.{ The low omputing power of the tag redues the brute-fore attak wherean adversary \guesses" the key. It is not possible to run all possible key bythe tag, beause the response time is to long for this to be suessful duringthe short time period when the tag is in range.{ The assumed power of the adversary an also be onsiderable less than thatof an adversary of a wired network. [Jue04℄ proposes a model where theadversary is assumed to be portable.{ The aspet of fraud, that someone an hange the data on a tag, is easilystopped by using write-proteted tags. But what if the operation of the sys-tem is relying on the funtion that the reader an add or hange information



on the tags? Then the formerly proposed solution is not an option. In thisase, there is a need for a protool that authentiates the reader to the tagbefore updating. [Jue04℄ proposes a minimalisti protool that ahieves this.{ The problem of information leakage an be redued if the tag only transmitsits id number. Then the adversary must have aess to the system databaseto get some useful information from the eavesdropping. The reader and thedatabase are assumed to have a seure hannel [WSRE03℄, relying on seurityprotools for larger systems.{ Hash-based aess ontrol. If a tag is storing some data, and this is notsupposed to be open to everybody, one solution is to lok it by a seurityshema based on a one-way hash-funtion. When a tag is loked a metaID,whih is a hashed key, is stored at a spei� plae in memory. The ownerof the tag stores the ID and meta ID of the tag in its database. To unlokthe tag, the owner (reader) queries the metaID from the tag, looks up theappropriate key in the database, and the transmits the the key to the tag.[WSRE03℄ Only the one who has the key an read the data stored on thetag. The hashing funtionality is a relatively low-ost operation and may beimplementable in the oming low-ost tags.{ Silent tree walking. In the singulation proess where a reader determines theid's of the present tags, the tree walking algorithm (7.2 an be used. Anadversary an listen to the broadasts of the reader from a muh greaterdistane than it an listen to the tag. To fore an adversary to be lose,and therefore maybe anel the possibility to spy, a shared seret betweenthe reader and the tags an be sent from the tags to the reader. In the treewalking algorithm, the reader sends a pre�x, and queries the tags for theirnext bit. For a given setup, the tags already may share a pre�x, and thenthis may not need to be transmitted in the queries at all. Another readerwill not get the whole piture.{ Deteting false read attempts in the system. The di�erene between thereader and tag transmission is great, and therefore it is possible to detetfalse ative readers in the tag frequenies. If a false reader tries to kill tags,it ould be possible to use tags that \sreams" when being killed, and inthat way notie any attempt to destroy tags.This was a taste of the tehniques for seuring the RFID, and there are more.We refer to the referenes at the end of this paper for further reading.7 Anti-Collision SolutionsImagine that you have a ustomer heking out a shopping-art �lled with lotsof items. The shopping-art is passing the TAG-reader and the TAG-reader allsout to �nd out what goods are in the art. Chanes are that all the tags all outtheir id's at the same time and there will be reading ollisions.Several solutions to this problem exist, but we will present two solutions thatould be used; one probabilisti solution that might be \good enough" for many



implementations, and a deterministi solution that will �nd all tags. The problemto keep in mind when looking at solutions is that most of the implementationmust be in the reader due to low omputing apaity of the low-ost tags.[Wei03℄The Aloha algorithm is more ommonly used by systems operating underthe 13.56 MHz band and the binary tree-walking algorithm under the 915 MHzband. [SWE02℄7.1 Aloha/Slotted AlohaThe Aloha algorithm is often used as an example but it is also used, for examplein Ethernet. If all the RFID-tags answers the reader at the same time, there willbe a ollision. If a ollision is deteted, the tag will resend within a random time.The random time will result in that fewer ollisions our.The slotted Aloha algorithm is the same algorithm with a slight modi�ation;time is divided into slots and sending an only begin in the beginning of a slot.This algorithm works �ne with systems that are not so highly loaded; forexample a sorting mehanism for luggage where the luggage is appearing at aertain pae, one or just a few at a time. The problem with this algorithm arisewhen inreasing the number of items that may respond, i.e. the tags, there willalso be more ollisions. For implementations in the ase of a shopping-art thebinary tree-walking algorithm (below) would be more suitable.Implementation: The tags must be able to generate random numbers, and alsoeither one of these solutions:{ have the possibility to detet ollisions (and understand that it has to resend)or{ to be able to be "heked" and told to be quiet if the detetion of ollisionis only done by the reader7.2 Binary Tree-Walking AlgorithmThis algorithm solves the problem of having a lot of responses. It an manageto identify a huge amount of tags.Implementation: We assume that the tags answer to a ping if they hear thebeginning of their tag's id, and the answer they send bak is the next bit of theirid.Algorithm The reader traverses the tree starting at the root. In this ase all tagswill answer giving the next bit in their id-number, resulting in a ollision if theyhave di�erent pre�xes. If there is a ollision, the reader traverses both subtrees,adding \0" to the end of the pre�x if it is a left subtree and \1" if it is a rightsubtree, and now asking again if there are tags with this new pre�x. In the aseof an answer from only one of the subtrees, the reader walks down this branh.When the reader reahes a leaf in the tree, the pre�x is the same as the id ofthe tag. This proess is also referred to as \singulation". [Wei03℄



Implementation: To know if you are at a leaf we have two suggestions:{ the tags id-number are of a ertain length or{ the reader has to walk down the branh one more level, testing for the samepre�x+"1", or pre�x+"0", getting no answer from any tags, and thereforthe pre�x must be a leaf in the tree, i.e. a single tag.8 Proposals for a Low-Cost RFID SolutionTags ould be devided into groups of funtionality depending on the usage. Hereis our proposal of this division.Low-Level Identi�ation [of Groeries℄ In this level the simplest and heapesttag available should be used. The only funtionality of the tag is to indiate it'sid-number. No ryptography is used. A solution to the privay problem usingthis type of tag is that the user (read ustomer) has to use a bloker tag if shedoes not want the tag to be visible.Identi�ation of Items The di�erene to the prior tag is that this tag should notfore the user to wear a bloker tag.These tags ould still be low-ost, but need some more hardware/softwaresolutions to be able to implement some privay and seurity solutions. Identifyingwhat parts we would like to have in this solution, this would be:{ seletive bloking{ enryption of data{ kill funtionWhy both seletive bloking and kill funtion? As a user, you should also bepresented with other fail-proof solutions at di�erent levels; suh as kill tag/selfdestrut, physial remove (it feel more safe to do it physially yourself), externalphysial damage (breaking), bloker tag (jamming) solution, or a ombinationof these.The solution where you an move the tags from publi to private zones aspresented in 5.1, and a \partial bloker"-solution, requires some more logi inthe tag to be able to implement.Higher Level Tags More expensive tags will of ourse o-exist in parallell withthe low-ost tags. These will implement the same funtions as the more simpletags, and have more funtions in addition to these. The biggest di�erene is theability to perform ryptography, due to the larger omputing power and memory.8.1 The Supermarket ExampleRemember the supermarket example. The store uses RFID to trak the goodsand have an automated stok-taking and ordering of new supplies ontinuously.



In the future the ustomer may want to use the tags in her own home, as sug-gested in 2. In the meantime the ustomer must be able to feel seure and to besure that her privay is not ompromised.The solution that we propose is to use the \Identi�ation of Items"-tags,where the user always an use the kill funtion or seletive bloking as default.It is important that the solution does not fore the user to use some speialtag/atively hoose every time he is shopping. This new way of handling itemsshould be transparent to the user and not having to do lots of extra work. Whena user wants to use the tags outside of the store she an apply at the supermarketto be able to hoose whih items that should not be de-ativated by default.
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